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For improving the efficiency of customer service and the speed of self 
response , corporation needs to exchange data with others, it should be a hard 
nut to crack。Comparing to data exchange inner, it exists more instabilities and 
frequenter variety in external. The traditional method of software exploitation, 
which aims at a specifically data exchange mode, don’t adapt the posture of 
applies in Internet and the competition environment of business. Can design a 
mode that can adapt any data exchange at large for resolving this question? 
This is just the import meaning for research in this article, where find out 
this exact question with proxy system. 
Research purpose of this thesis is to provide the data exchange platform of 
heterogeneous database in internet, breaking the limit of the native data 
exchange before, making exchanges in heterogeneous database accomplished by   
proxy server, it is the innovation of exchange platform and model. It impliments 
the data exchange on the platform based on JDBC and JSP, adopting the 
international and current B/S structure technology, realizes zero maintenances 
on clients, and can exchange heterogeneous datas efficiently and safely.  
This system can insert the existing corporation system quite easy and 
expediently, or accrete to the system of corporation management, not need any 
adjust and rework, but can advance the function of existing system. The new 
project has extensive adaptability. 
This article discusses one aspect of heterogeneous databases interactions, 
which is the data transformation between heterogeneous databases, it analyzes 
the disadvantages of traditional methods of heterogeneous database interation, 
and discusses the feasibility and advantages of using XML techology in data 
transformation and uses JSP/Servlet to build three-level structures model. 
Considering the popularity and extensibility of the transformation model, 














can more easily finish the datatype transformation mapping. Lastly, it lay out an 
example between Oracle and Mysql programming implementation. 
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第一章  绪论 
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各个数据库系统的基础操作系统可以是 Unix、Windows NT、 Linux、
MAC  OS 系统等。  
（3）DMBS 本身的异构 






















































































如 SQL  SERVER 中一个表中有多于一个 TEXT 或 IMAGE 的字段时，出现
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